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Alabaster
 From Greek origin~

 Definition of alabaster: A fine-grained, translucent form of gypsum, typically white, often carved into ornaments. 

Worded in my perspective: 1. A white stone used to create vases. 2. A pale, translucent color, often known as white.

*Also known as Oriental alabaster, which is: a variety of calcite, often banded, used or sold as alabaster.

1350-1400; Greek -> Middle English -> Middle French

C14: from Old French alabastre, from Latin alabaster, from Greek alabastros

*Singular*

 Noun or adjective 

Used as a noun: Alabaster is a very unique word. 

Used as an adjective: That delicate alabaster vase in the palace.

[al-uh-bas-ter, -bah-ster]



Clairvoyance

 From French origin~

 Definition of alabaster: the supposed faculty of perceiving things or events in the future or beyond 

normal sensory contact.

 Worded in my perspective: 1. The ability to perceive events that are capable of happening in the future.

 Originated in the 29th Century

*Singular*

-> Noun

Used as a noun: Clairvoyance is often considered physic. 

clair· voy· ance

Clairvoyance is considered spiritual in some religions. It is said to be a very

High-frequency physic ability~



Aeriann

 Said to be from Greek origin

 Definition of Aeriann: A person who is said to be in-tune to nature, 

gracious, poised, reserved, and creative. 

 *The name Aeriann is used very rarely*

 The Spanish name that is related to Aeriann is Arianna.

 Pronunciation: Air-ee-ann

 *Noun if used to refer to a person or thing*

 Aeriann is ranked low in used names of the U.S.A~
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